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of ruthenium catalysts with high single-atom site
density for CO2 hydrogenation into formic acid

Ana Katiuce Fellenberg,1 Ahmed Addad,2 Sergei A. Chernyak,1 Yong Zhou,1 Massimo Corda,1

Danilo Oliveira De Souza,1,3 Olga V. Safonova,4 Vlad Martin-Diaconescu,5 Vitaly V. Ordomsky,1

Gang Ji,2,* and Andrei Y. Khodakov1,6,*
SUMMARY

Carbon dioxide is an abundant carbon resource for chemical and fuel
synthesis. Formic acid, vital for hydrogen storage, has numerous ap-
plications. Covalent organic frameworks are a unique class of mate-
rials composed of interconnected organic building blocks through
covalent bonds. They possess porosity and functional groups, mak-
ing them suitable for creating supported metallic catalysts. In this
study, we present a strategy that utilizes covalent organic frame-
works with diverse structures and chemical compositions to
enhance carbon dioxide hydrogenation to formic acid at low tem-
peratures. This enhancement arises from both high density of sin-
gle-atom ruthenium sites and their intrinsic activity. Operando
X-ray absorption and catalytic tests demonstrate that the concen-
tration of nitrogen functional groups affects the intrinsic single-
site ruthenium activity, whereas the impact of oxygen-containing
groups is minor. Catalyst stability is attributed to the ability of single
atoms to resist reduction to metallic state. This strategy has broad
applicability for various covalent organic framework-supported sin-
gle-atom catalysts.
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INTRODUCTION

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs)1–3 are dense, porous polymers with definite 2D

and 3D crystalline structures composed of light elements (B, N, C, and O) linked via

covalent bonds that exhibit many interesting characteristics, such as high surface

area, porosity in a small mesopore range, presence of several functional groups,

and versatile chemistry. They have triggered significant research perspectives to-

ward energy applications attributed to their unique physiochemical properties.

The tunable structure, inherent pores, and superior strong covalent bonds of

COFs give them an advantage over other crystalline porous materials such as

metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), mesoporous silica, and zeolites. Compared to

MOFs, COFs have excellent stability both in organic solvents and in extreme alkaline

and acid solutions. COFs seem to be analogous to the enzyme-type systems.

Recent years have witnessed a spectacular growth of single-atom catalysts (SACs)4–9 as

a conceptual bridge filling the gap10,11 between homogeneous and heterogeneous

catalysis. Various terms have been employed12 to characterize these catalysts, such

as single-site heterogeneous catalysts,13 atomically dispersed supported metal cata-

lysts,14 or site-isolated heterogeneous catalysts.15 In this study, we will adopt the
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 ª 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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termSAC,denoting theatomically dispersedmetal on a support. SACs have several ad-

vantages relative to the conventional homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, such

as a maximum atom utilization efficiency, absence of any metal-metal bonds, and

unique tunable active sites compared to homogeneous organometallic complexes.

Their well-defined active sites can be downsized to nanoscale and sub-nanoscale.

Anchoring single-metal sites in SACs occurs on vacancies or functional groups on the

support surface. Practical applications of Ru SACs suffer from a low metal loading

(<2 wt %).16,17 Due to the elevated surface energy and the consequent propensity for

single-metal atoms to easily aggregate, constructing high-density Ru SACs has been

challenging. While COF-supported catalysts have found applications18–24 in electro-

and photo-catalysis, there is very limited information25–27 available on the catalytic per-

formance of SACs supported by COFs in thermocatalytic reactions.

The current growing attention to global climate changes, growing energy demands,

and dwindling oil reserves have spurred major research efforts in academia and in-

dustry focused on the carbon dioxide capture and utilization technologies. Carbon

dioxide (abbreviated as CO2) is an abundant and vital carbon resource that can be

profitable for various chemical, material, and catalytic applications.28–32 Due to

the chemical inertness of CO2 and high energy barrier, the conversion of CO2 into

high-value-added chemicals is still facing huge challenges. Formic acid produced

from CO2 hydrogenation is an important biodegradable sustainable feedstock.

Anhydrous formic acid possesses energy density comparable to that of liquefied

hydrogen, making it suitable for both hydrogen storage and generation. Formic

acid has found applications in various fields, including the design of direct formic

acid fuel cells, as well as in the textile, pharmaceutical, agriculture, leather, and

food chemistry industries. The current commercial process, which produces

800,000 tons of formic acid annually,33–35 involves the use of methanol, toxic carbon

monoxide, and corrosive sodium methoxide.

In this study, we propose a strategy to enhance ruthenium dispersion and achieve a

higher single-atom density within various COF structures and compositions. This

approach aims to design highly active catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation, specifically

targeting the formation of formic acid. (Figure 1). The catalysts were characterized

using a combination of techniques including operando X-ray absorption spectros-

copy. The amount of single-atom sites and concentration of nitrogen functional

groups in the COF matrix were found to be key factors to obtain enhanced catalytic

performance. The catalyst’s stability was linked to ruthenium’s capability to remain

as single atoms and to resist reduction to the metallic phase.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ex situ catalyst characterization

The synthesis procedures and detailed characterization of COFmaterials used in this

work as catalytic supports are given in the supplemental experimental procedures:

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) images, cross-polarization magic-angle spin-

ning (CP/MAS), 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra, attenuated total

reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra, nitrogen adsorption iso-

therms, and thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) curves (Figures S1–S6). The

elemental composition of prepared Ru/COF samples measured by X-ray fluores-

cence (XRF) analysis is shown in Table S1. In addition to ruthenium, the catalysts

contain carbon and nitrogen, which were already present in the parent COF mate-

rials. The N/Ru molar ratios were calculated from the amounts of nitrogen and
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024



Figure 1. COFs synthesized in this work

(A) Molecular structure.

(B) Visual aspects.

(C) Theoretical nitrogen density (mmol/g).
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rutheniummeasured by XRF (experimental N/Ru ratio in the fresh samples) and from

the theoretic concentration of nitrogen calculated from the COF chemical formula

and Ru experimental concentration (theoretic N/Ru ratio). Note that these theoretic

and experimental N/Ru ratios are very close to each other and follow the same trend

(Table S1). Interestingly, the experimental N/Ru values are somewhat lower than the

theoretic ones. This can be attributed to the partial amorphization of the samples

during their preparation, also observed by XRD.

The crystalline structure of COF is distinctly affected by introduction of ruthenium.

Broadening of the XRD peaks was observed after impregnating COF with RuCl3 (Fig-

ure S2). The RuCl3 deposition can possibly block the pores and may result in less-

effective p-p stacking interactions between adjacent layers. This may result in a

lateral shift of the COF 2D sheets and reduce the crystallinity of COF.36

In addition to the crystallinity, the COF morphology undergoes a noticeable change

after impregnation with ruthenium and during the CO2 hydrogenation. The intro-

duction of Ru and conducting CO2 hydrogenation appear to alter the arrangement

of the framework structures, causingmisalignment and shifting of the 2D sheets. This

suggestion is consistent with nitrogen adsorption measurements. The Brunauer-Em-

mett-Teller (BET) surface areas of COF have been significantly modified by the

impregnation with ruthenium chloride (Table S2). Interestingly, the presence of

RuCl3 may result either in an increase or in a decrease in the COF surface area de-

pending on the specific interactions between RuCl3 and the COF material. The

observed increase in the 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) o-tolidine (o-Tol) and

benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxaldehyde (TFB) hydrazine (Hz) COF surface area after the

RuCl3 impregnation (Table S2) could be explained by modification of their film-

like morphology and creation of interlayer voids after the impregnation.
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 3
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Figure 2. HAADF and EDS of the COFs before and after reaction

(A) Ru 10% Tp Pa-1. Scale bars, 40 nm.

(B) Ru 10% Tp Pa-1 used (scale bar, 400 nm).

(C) Ru 10% Tp o-tolidine (scale bar, 600 nm).

(D) Ru 10% Tp o-tolidine used (scale bar, 400 nm).

(E) Ru 10% TFB Hz (scale bar, 300 nm).

(F) Ru 10% TFB Hz used (scale bar, 40 nm).

(G) Ru 10% TFB o-tolidine (scale bar, 1 mm).

(H) Ru 10% TFB o-tolidine used (scale bar, 600 nm).

(I) Ru 10% TFB TAB (scale bar, 400 nm).

(J) Ru 10% TFB TAB used (scale bar, 200 nm)
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The Ru/COF catalysts were characterized by ATR-FTIR (Figure S4). In comparison

with original COF, all characteristic peaks were preserved in fresh and spent

Ru/COF. After the RuCl3 impregnation, the FTIR bands at around 3,210 and

3,415 cm�1 corresponding to the N—H stretching mode37,38 lose their intensity,

which could indicate their interaction with the introduced ruthenium species.38

The interaction between Ru and N-H groups seems to increase in the samples after

the reaction. Note that a new FTIR band around 1,940 cm�1 appears that could be

assigned to the Ru—H stretching vibrations. This suggests that the Cl anions in the

Ru coordination environment (from RuCl3) have been replaced by hydride and N-H

ligands.39

The metal dispersion in COFs was examined by HAADF-STEM and STEM-energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Figures 2 and S2). STEM and EDS images did

not reveal distinct Ru nanoparticles in the samples after impregnation, indicating

high ruthenium dispersion. The Ru chemical maps overlap with the chemical maps

of chlorine. This suggests that Ru could be mostly present in the form of chlorine-

containing species even in the samples containing up to 9.5 wt. % Ru. This observa-

tion is consistent with a high chlorine content measured in the fresh Ru/COF catalysts

(Table S1). The samples with larger spherical COF particles showed some enrich-

ment of the surface layer with ruthenium. The formation of core-shell structures

can be due to slow diffusion of ruthenium cations inside larger COF particles during

the impregnation with RuCl3.

Interestingly, even after the reaction, no ruthenium clusters or agglomerates were

observed in the catalysts. According to STEM analysis, all spent Ru-COF catalysts

exhibit uniform ruthenium dispersion with particles smaller than 1 nm. Thus, no

ruthenium sintering and formation of metallic ruthenium particles were observed

by STEM. It’s important to emphasize that ruthenium nanoparticles were not de-

tected by TEM in the fresh catalysts. We assume that Ru is mostly present in COF

as single-atom species. The suggestion regarding the presence of single Ru atoms

in COF was further confirmed below through X-ray absorption near edge strucure

(XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data. This gives a

density of ruthenium single-atom sites for Ru10% Tp p-phenylenediamine (Pa-1)

and Ru10% TFB o-Tol higher than 1 atom/nm2 (Table 1).

Further information about Ru species in the fresh and spent catalysts was obtained

using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption. The Ru 3d and

3p XPS spectra of Ru/COF fresh and spent catalysts are shown in Figure 3. In the Ru/

COF catalysts, the Ru 3d and Ru 3p XPS binding energies (BEs) are 2 eV higher rela-

tive to metallic Ru in fresh and spent catalysts (Tables S3 and S4). This is indicative of

Ru-oxidized state and absence of Ru metallic phase. In the Tp Pa-1 sample, Ru BEs

are close to those measured for Ru acetylacetonate. It seems that in Ru/COFs, the

ruthenium species can be coordinated by the C=O groups of Tp-derived COFs.

For TFB-derived COFs, BEs are closer to the values of RuO2 and 1 eV lower than

in RuCl3. The XPS atomic concentrations are given in Tables S3 and S4, respectively,

for the fresh and spend catalysts. For all the samples, chlorine disappears after the

reaction and has been replaced by another ligand in the Ru coordination.

FTIR spectroscopy further validated the existence of single-atom ruthenium sites.

The Ru-containing COF were dark, which complicated measuring IR spectra. Never-

theless, the IR spectra of carbonmonoxide adsorbed on Ru10% TPB 1,3,5-tris(4-ami-

nophenyl)benzene (TAB) (Figure S7) exhibit a peak at 2,045 cm�1, which was as-

signed to the CO complexes with isolated Ru species. Heating the sample in
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 5



Table 1. Catalytic results for the CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid

Sample
Reactions
conditions mg

Single-site
density, Ru nm�2

mgHCOOH

gcatalyst
�1 h�1 TOF h�1

Ru10% Tp Pa-1 90�C/15 h
20 bar H2

20 bar CO2

35 1.14 5.0 5.3

Ru10% Tp o-Tol 56 0.39 8.1 9.8

Ru10% TFB Hz 112 0.24 16.2 34

Ru10% TFB o-Tol 42 1.66 6.1 13

Ru10% TFB TAB 111 0.64 16.1 49

Ru10% Tp Pa-1 120�C/1 h
30 bar H2

10 bar CO2

33 1.14 71.4 76

Ru10% Tp o-Tol 37 0.39 80.9 98

Ru10% TFB Hz 53 0.24 116.0 243

Ru10% TFB o-Tol 29 1.66 63.2 140

Ru10% TFB TAB 34 0.64 73.6 222

The values of formic acid in milligrams were obtained using 1H NMR liquid state; relevant calculations are

available in the supplemental information.
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vacuum resulted in progressive decrease in the intensity of this band. Interestingly,

no shift in the position of this band was observed, which is consistent with the

absence of CO-CO dipole interaction when adsorbing on a single ruthenium site.

At the same time, a new IR band appears at 2,011 cm�1 after sample heating in vac-

uum. This peak could be assigned to partial reduction of ruthenium occurring during

the sample heating at higher temperatures.

Catalytic performance in the CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid

The CO2 hydrogenation tests were conducted in aqueous phase in the autoclave at

the total pressure of 40 bar at 90�C and 120�Cwith H2/CO2 ratios of 1 and 3. In all the

experiments, the same amount of Ru was loaded in the reactor. The synthesis of for-

mic acid is limited by the thermodynamics; 1.3 M triethylamine (TEA) was added to

increase the equilibrium conversion. In addition, it was shown9 that the presence of a

stronger base such as TEA can reduce the reaction activation barrier. TEA forms a

complex40 with formic acid, which can be used as liquid reducing agent in many se-

lective reductions.

Low CO2 conversions were observed with RuCl3 and Ru(OH)3 as catalysts, while the

Ru/COF catalysts exhibited higher activity (Table 1). Only formic acid was detected

as a product; no CO, methane, or methanol were observed by gas chromatography

or 1H NMR. The overall catalytic activity was evaluated on the weight basis, which

corresponds to the amount of CO2 converted to formic acid per gram of catalyst

and as turnover frequency, assuming that only Ru provides active sites for the reac-

tion. The highest activity at both 90�C and 120�C was observed over Ru10% TFB Hz

Ru10% TFB TAB, while Ru10% Tp Pa-1 and Ru10% Tp o-Tol exhibited the lowest ac-

tivity. The weight-based catalytic activity is of paramount importance for the prac-

tical application of a catalyst. It is worth noting that the catalysts developed in this

work, especially Ru10% TFB Hz, exhibited the highest weight-based activity when

compared to previously reported data summarized in Table S6 and relevant

references.

Remarkably, no discernible relation exists between the intrinsic activity of Ru cata-

lysts expressed as turnover frequency (TOF) and their overall surface area

(Table S2). The surface area of COF is composed of 2D layers. Variations in the

arrangement of these layers, leading to distinct surface areas, can be modified

through pre-treatment and reaction conditions. Figure S8 presents the activity of

Ru/COF after conducting several reaction cycles. Important, Ru10% TFB o-Tol shows

unchangeable activity after several cycles.
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024



Figure 3. XPS spectra of fresh and spent Ru/COF catalysts

(A) Ru 3d XPS spectra of fresh catalysts.

(B) Ru 3p XPS spectra of fresh catalysts.

(C) Ru 3d XPS spectra of spent catalysts.

(D) Ru 3p XPS spectra of spent catalysts.
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Ex situ and in situ X-ray absorption (XAS) investigation of ruthenium catalysts

Figures S9 and S10A display the Ru K-edge ex situ XANES spectra of reference com-

pounds and fresh Ru/COF catalysts, respectively. The XANES spectra of fresh Ru/

COF catalysts are rather similar and strongly reassemble those of RuCl3 and

RuCl3(NH3)6. This observation is consistent with a large amount of chlorine detected

in the catalysts by XRF. To order to evaluate the concentration of different phases in

the fresh and used catalysts, the XANES spectra (Figure S10) were fitted separately.

The results of linear combination fitting of XANES spectra using ruthenium hydrox-

ide, ruthenium trichloride, hexaammineruthenium trichloride, ruthenium oxide, and

metallic ruthenium for the fresh and spent catalysts are displayed in Table S7. The fits

are shown in Figure S12. All the fresh catalysts present the majority of Ru species as

RuCl3 and/or Ru-N complexes, here represented by reference RuCl3(NH3)6. The

Ru10% TFB Hz and Ru10% TFB TAB fresh catalysts have the lower fraction of metallic

Ru, �11% and �16%, respectively. Metallic Ru in the fresh catalysts can be possibly

produced by reduction of ruthenium species by the COF matrix during the catalyst

drying. Notably, these are the most active catalysts (see Table 1). The XANES

spectra of Ru/COF change after the catalytic reaction (Figure S10A). For the most

stable catalyst, Ru10% TFB o-Tol, the majority of Ru species in the spent catalyst

correspond to Ru hydroxide type species. Also, the fraction of metallic Ru does
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 7
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not change in comparison with the fresh counterpart and remains around 25%. This

behavior was not observed for the other catalysts. No contribution of Ru chloride to

XANES was detected, consistent with chlorine removal from the catalyst during the

reaction.

Figure S11A shows the Fourier transform (FT) EXAFS moduli of the fresh catalysts

(without phase shift). The fresh Ru/COF catalysts exhibit a broad intense peak at

1.8–1.9 Å. A similar peak was also observed in the FT EXAFS of RuCl3. This suggests

that this peak may be related to Ru-Cl coordination in the first Ru coordination shell.

Interestingly, the FT moduli of EXAFS in the Ru/COF catalysts do not show a second

peak at 3.35 Å, which was observed for RuCl3. The absence of distinct second coor-

dination shell of RuCl3 in the fresh Ru/COF samples suggests low crystallinity of Ru

chloride and possible formation of isolated Ru species. Note that some fraction of Ru

metallic phases was detected in the samples from the results of XANES linear com-

bination fitting.

In the spent catalysts (Figure S11B), the FT EXAFS moduli show an intense broad

peak at 1.6–1.7 Å. The position of this peak is similar to that of the Ru-O coordination

in Ru hydroxide, Ru oxide, and Ru-N complexes species, and it is shifted from the

position of Ru-Cl peak in RuCl3. In addition, a new intense peak at 2.3 Å appears

in the FT EXAFS. This peak seems to be related to the Ru-Ru coordination in metallic

Ru and is indicative of the partial sintering of Ru single atoms into metallic nanopar-

ticles. Interestingly, among the spent Ru/COF catalysts, the Ru-Ru coordination

number is smaller in the Ru10% TFP o-Tol, which could correspond to a smaller num-

ber of metallic Ru atoms in the coordination shell of Ru and a lower extent of Ru

reduction in this sample. This is consistent with the assumption that single-atom

metal species have higher contribution to the CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid

than ruthenium metal nanoparticles.

In order to provide further insights into the evolution of catalyst structure during the

reaction, we performed operando XAS measurements of Ru10% TFB o-Tol

and Ru10% TFB TAB at Ru K-absorption edge under the flow of H2 and CO2

(H2/CO = 1) at 100�C (Figure 4). The evolution of XANES spectra during the reaction

was different for the two samples. The XANES spectra of Ru10% TFB o-Tol (Figure

4A) show evolution of the Ru K-absorption edge from Ru chloride to that which is

more characteristic of Ru hydroxide and Ru-N complexes.

At the same time, the XANES spectra of Ru10% TFB TAB (Figure 4B) show a steady

decrease in the intensity of white line, which corresponds to the increase in the frac-

tion of metallic phase and correspondingly ruthenium reduction. Note that Ru10%

TFB o-Tol showed stable performance in the CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid

for several cycles, while Ru10% TFB TAB exhibited a major deactivation (Figure S8).

The phase composition of Ru catalysts during the reaction was calculated from fitting

the operando XANES spectra of Ru10% TFB o-Tol and Ru10% TFB TAB using the

spectra of reference compounds (Figures 5A and 5B). In Ru10% COF TFB o-Tol,

the amounts of RuN complexes and Ru hydroxide species increase under the reac-

tion conditions, while the concentration of metallic Ru phases decreases. This obser-

vation suggests the redispersion of Ru species and increased interaction of Ru com-

plexes with N species in the COF during the reaction. In contrast, the reaction results

in progressive increase in the amount of metallic ruthenium in Ru10% TFB TAB

(Figure 5B).
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024



Figure 4. Evolution of in situ XAS spectra during the CO2 hydrogenation

(A) Ru10% TFB o-Tol.

(B) Ru10% TFB TAB.
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The liquid samples collected during operando XAS experiments were analyzed by
1H NMR. The amount of produced formic acid was 0.062 mmol for Ru10% TFB

TAB and 0.022mmol for Ru10% TFB o-Tol. This corresponds respectively to turnover

numbers (TONs) of 24.6 and 3.2 for Ru10% TPB TAB and Ru10% TPB o-Tol. Note

that, similar to the batch reaction tests, Ru10% TFB TAB exhibited higher activity

than Ru10% TFB o-Tol. Some difference in absolute TON values may be due to

different operating conditions in operando XAS experiments conducted in a flow

reactor and in conventional batch catalytic tests.
Structure-performance correlations and stability of ruthenium catalysts

supported by COF

A wide range of characterization techniques employed in this work is indicative of

the presence of isolated single-atom ruthenium species in COF catalysts, making

COFs a suitable matrix for achieving highly dispersed ruthenium species. Previous

reports suggest41 that COFs can be considered as excellent nanoreactors for CO2

capture and in situ conversion. The mechanistic aspects of CO2 hydrogenation

over Ru SACs are investigated in our previous publication.9 It was shown that

hydrogen dissociated heterolytically on single-atom catalysts with no change in

the formal oxidation state of the metal center. Once the catalytic active species,

the Ru-H, is formed, the reaction follows 4 steps: CO2 addition, formate synthesis,

hydrogen activation, and release of the formate with the aid of a strong base fol-

lowed by concurrent regeneration of the active species.

First, let’s discuss how the COF structure influences the catalytic performance

of ruthenium catalysts in the hydrogenation of CO2 to formic acid. Our experi-

mental data suggest that at the same Ru content, the COF chemical composition

determines to a larger extent the fraction of isolated single-atom ruthenium spe-

cies. Palkovits et al.42 recently reported a lower CO2 hydrogenation rate using

iridium single-site catalysts, which was linked to a decrease in the dispersion of

iridium.
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Figure 5. Evolution of catalyst phase composition during the CO2 hydrogenation

The phase percentages were calculated from LC XAS.

(A) Ru10% TFB o-Tol.

(B) Ru10% TFB TAB.
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The overall reaction rate depends on the number of active sites and their intrinsic

catalytic performance, often expressed as TOF. An increase in the density of ruthe-

nium single-atom sites, along with an improvement in their TOF, can contribute

significantly to designing highly active catalysts. On the one hand, COFs enable

ruthenium catalysts with extremely high densities of single-atom sites (Table 1;

Table S6). On the other hand, multiple factors may influence the intrinsic activity

of a catalyst, such as interactions between the support and metal, and mass transfer

of reactants/products. Since the highest activity was observed on the samples

without carbonyl groups, we assume that the contribution of the Ru species coordi-

nated by C=O and C-OH groups to the reaction is not very significant. Our results

clearly show that the intrinsic catalytic activity (TOF) is strongly affected by the

amount of nitrogen in the catalysts (Figure 6). Moreover, the intrinsic catalytic activity
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024



Figure 6. TOFs measured on the Ru/COF catalysts at 90�C and 120�C as functions of N/Ru

experimental molar ratio

Data were sourced from Table 1.
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of Ru catalysts is almost proportional to the N/Ru ratio in the catalysts. In agreement

with the characterization results, this observation underscores the crucial role of ni-

trogen-containing groups in contributing to the intrinsic activity.

Importantly, COFs have a very high capacity to stabilize isolated single-site ruthe-

nium atoms, even at relatively high ruthenium content. This results in an extremely

high weight-based activity of the prepared Ru/COF catalyst compared to previous

results from the literature (Tables 1 and S6). Besides anchoring Ru single metal

atoms, nitrogen functional groups in the COF may also play a role in CO2 hydroge-

nation, for example, by potentially facilitating CO2 adsorption. In the present work,

the highest activity has been achieved in Ru10% TFB Hz, which has the highest den-

sity of ruthenium sites and their high intrinsic activity, due to a higher fraction of ni-

trogen in the framework.

Stability of the single-metal ruthenium species during the reaction is another issue

that can determine the long-term catalyst productivity. The most active Ru10%

TFB TAB and TFB Hz lose their activity in the second and third reaction cycles (Fig-

ure S9), while Ru10% TFB o-Tol maintains its catalytic activity. The characterization of

the spent catalysts showed partial reduction of Ru oxidized species to metal state in

most of catalysts, which results in the appearance of a peak of Ru-Ru coordination in

FT EXAFS modulus at 2.3 Å (Figure S11B). Higher intensity of the FT EXAFS peak

attributed to the Ru-Ru coordination shell and higher extent of Ru reduction was

observed in less stable Ru10% TFB TAB and Ru10% TFB Hz catalysts. The reduction

of ruthenium resulted in a decrease in the concentration of Ru single-atom sites. This

reduction was less significant for the Ru10% TFB o-Tol catalyst. Ruthenium metallic

nanoparticles have therefore amuch lower efficiency in CO2 hydrogenation to formic

acid compared to ruthenium single-atom species.

Operando XAS experiments have given crucial information about the evolution of Ru

phases in the COF-supported Ru10% TFB TAB and Ru10% TFB o-Tol catalysts dur-

ing the reaction. Ru species in Ru10% TFB TAB underwent gradual reduction to

metallic phase during the first 2–3 h of reaction in a flow reactor, while redispersion
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 11
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and even possible re-oxidation of ruthenium species were detected in the Ru10%

TFB o-Tol catalyst (Figure 5A). These experiments further confirm importance of

Ru dispersion, stability of single-atom ruthenium species, and their intrinsic activity

for obtaining highly active and productive catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to formic

acid. The stability of the catalyst is a more complex parameter. Nitrogen density may

affect the catalyst stability. Because deactivation proceeds via reduction, other fac-

tors should be considered, such as the distance between single-atom ruthenium

sites and steric hindrances (e.g., presence of vicinal CH3 groups), which may slow

to some extent migration of single ruthenium atoms and their sintering into metallic

nanoclusters.

Deposition of ruthenium via impregnation over the COF materials results in a large

fraction of ruthenium single-atom species. In the fresh catalysts, Ru is coordinated by

chlorine and located in a close interaction with nitrogen-containing groups of COFs.

The chlorine atoms are removed from the catalysts during the CO2 hydrogenation.

The catalytic performance of ruthenium catalysts supported over COF materials is

strongly affected by the COF structure. Because of COFs’ remarkable ability to sta-

bilize isolated single-atom ruthenium sites at high ruthenium content, coupled with

their intrinsic activity, we have attained an exceptionally high CO2 hydrogenation

rate at lower reaction temperatures compared to previous findings. While various

catalyst parameters can influence catalytic performance, it was observed that the

intrinsic rate of CO2 hydrogenation exhibited a nearly proportional relationship

with the density of nitrogen species in the COF framework. No effect of oxygen-con-

taining functional groups on ruthenium dispersion was observed. The stability of cat-

alysts was related to the hindered reducibility of ruthenium single atoms during the

reaction. The proposed strategy can be extended for the design of numerous SAC

metal catalysts supported by COF for different reactions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Andrei Khodakov (andrei.khodakov@univ-lille.fr).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

The data that support the findings in this study are available from the article and its

supplemental information. All other relevant data are available from the lead contact

upon reasonable request.

Materials

The following materials were used: Tp (Sigma-Aldrich); TFB (TCI products); Hz

(Sigma-Aldrich); Pa-1; o-Tol (Sigma-Aldrich); TAB (TCI products); methanol

(Sigma-Aldrich); tetrahydrofuran (Sigma-Aldrich); acetone; 1,4-dioxane (Sigma-

Aldrich), acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich); mesitylene (Sigma-Aldrich); dichloromethane;

triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich); RuCl3$H2O (Sigma-Aldrich).

Catalyst preparation

The COF synthetic procedures are described in the supplemental information. All

the Ru/COF catalysts were then prepared by wetness impregnation of synthetized
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024
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COF using a solution of ruthenium chloride in methanol/water mixture (v/v = 1/1) fol-

lowed by evaporation in oil bath at 80�C in a fume hood and then drying in oven at

80�C for 2 h.

Catalyst characterization

The nitrogen physisorption measurements were carried out using a Micromeritics

Tristar 3020 surface area and porosimetry analyzer. Prior to the N2 adsorption, the

sample was degassed at 150�C for 12 h. The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms

were measured at �196�C. The BET surface area was determined using the data

points in the pressure range of 0.05–0.3 P/P0 from the N2 adsorption isotherms

at �196�C.

An X-ray Diffractometer Smart Lab Guidance Rigaku, 200 mA, 45 kV (9 kW), with Cu

Ka1 radiation (l = 0.15406 nm), rotating anode, parallel beam, was used for the XRD

measurements. The XRD patterns were collected in the 2��40� (2q) range, with a

0.01� step size and 0.07 s step time.

The TEM and EDS measurements were done using an FEI Tecnai G2 and a Thermo

Fisher Titan Themis microscope, operating at 200 and 300 kV, respectively. The sam-

ple was deposited onto a 400-mesh carbon-coated copper grid.

To determine the thermal stability of the samples, the thermogravimetric analysis

was performed using an SDT Q600 V20.9 Build 20 TGA and differential scanning

calorimeter with 2.5 mg of sample. The temperature ramp was 10�C/min up to

800�C under N2 (100 mL min�1). Also, TGA was carried out by SDT Q600,

using 5 mg of sample, under air conditions (100 mL min�1), at the heating rate of

10� min�1 from 50�C to 900�C.

A Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a DTGS-ATR

detector, a diamond ATR window, a KBr beam splitter for the range of 4,000–

525 cm�1, and a solid substrate beam splitter for the range of 1,800–80 cm�1,

scan number of 128 cm�1, respectively, and resolution of 2 cm�1, was used for the

IR analysis.

The nuclear magnetic resonance, solid state, was carried out on a Bruker Avance III

400-MHz spectrometer, equipped with 4-mm standard probe for 1H and 13C,

DEPTH, and CPMAS, Ro = 12.5 kHz and 100.6 MHz, respectively, and the chemical

shifts for protons are reported in parts per million (ppm). For the analysis of catalytic

results, the NMR in liquid state was performed in the 300-MHz Bruker AVANCE III HD

spectrometer, equipped with a BBFO 5-mm probe, a gradient Z, and a sample chan-

ger Xpress 60 for 5-mm tubes.

A Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer, equipped with a monochromatized Al Ka

X-ray source (1,486.6 eV) operating at 180 W, was used for the XPS measurements.

The pass energy used to record all the core level spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, and Ru

3p was 40 eV. The correction of the BEs was done with respect to C 1s fixed at 284.6

eV. The Shirley-type background was used in each spectrum to calculate the relative

surface atomic concentrations.

The XRF measurements were performed with an energy-dispersive micro-X-ray fluores-

cence spectrometer M4 TORNADO (Bruker), equipped with 2 anodes, a rhodium X-ray

tube50 kV/600mA (30W), and a tungstenX-ray tube50 kV/700mA (35W). Thedetector

used is a Silicon-Drift-Detector Si (Li) with <145 eV resolution at 100,000 cps (Mn Ka). For
Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024 13
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each sample, in which 36 points within an area with a diameter of 200 mmwere analyzed,

all the measurements were done under vacuum (20 mbar).

The ex situ X-ray absorption spectra were recorded at the XAFS beamline station of

the Elettra Sincrotrone (Trieste, Italy)43 and SuperXAS beamline in Swiss Light

Source (SLS, Villigen, Switzerland). In Elettra, the X-ray beam was vertically colli-

mated silicon ingot with Pt-coated mirror positioned at 3.0 mrad with respect to

the direct beam. The beam was monochromatized by a fixed-exit double-cam dou-

ble-crystal monochromator, using a pair of Si (111) crystals. The monochromatic

beam that has a fixed height of 1.2 mm vertically and horizontally variable according

to the size of the sample inside the capillary. The beam energy was calibrated using

metallic Ru (K edge at 22,117 eV). In the SLS synchrotron, the incident photon beam

was selected by a Si (111) channel-cut monochromator from the polychromatic beam

coming from a 2.9-T superbend magnet. The rejection of higher harmonics and the

collimation were achieved by a platinum-coated collimating mirror at 2.5 mrad

located before the monochromator, while focusing was achieved by a platinum-

coated toroidal mirror at 2.5 mrad. For the detection of Ru K-edge XAS, we cali-

brated the beamline using metallic Ru (K edge at 22,117 eV). The samples were

measured in transmission mode using 15-cm-long ionization chambers filled with

1 bar of Ar and 1 bar of N2. The size of the X-ray beam on the sample was about

1.5 mm in horizontal and 0.5 mm in vertical directions.

The in situ Ru K-edge X-ray absorption spectra during the CO2 hydrogenation were

measured at beamline CLÆSS of the ALBA synchrotron (Barcelona, Spain). The X-ray

energy range at Ru K-absorption edge was covered, using pairs of Si(111) and Si(311)

crystals. Beam intensity before (I0) and after (I1) the sample was measured by ioniza-

tion chambers. The current signals from the ionization chambers were collected,

amplified, and converted to output voltage by the ALBA Electrometer. Higher har-

monics were cut by collimating mirrors located after the monochromator. The third

ionization chamber was used to simultaneously measure the intensity I3 after the

reference ruthenium foil for energy calibration.

The schemaof in situexperimental setup isgiven in FigureS13. For the in situXANESand

EXAFSmeasurements, the sample was loaded in a 2-mmquartz capillary. The XASmea-

surements at Ru K edgewere performed in the flow of aqueous solution of triethylamine

(TEA), which was used as formic acid scavenger. The aqueous solution was added to the

capillary using a syringe pump. The measurements were performed in a gas flow of He

(p = 10 bar) and in a flow of H2/CO = 3 mixture (p = 10 Bar) at temperatures ranging

from ambient to 120�C. The liquid samples downstream of the capillary were collected

and analyzed by 1HNMR for the presence of formic acid. For the NMR analysis, the sam-

ples (0.5 mL) were mixed with 0.1 mL solution DMSO in D2O (1:2,000 vol).

XAS data processing included energy calibration, normalization, background

removal, and first-shell Fourier analysis. All obtained XAS data were analyzed using

the Demeter software package.44 Because XAS experiments were performed in

different synchrotron facilities, the pre-treatment and processing parameters vary

according to the output file. Typically, normalization is performed considering a re-

gressed line on the pre-edge region and a polynomial (quadratic or cubic, depend-

ing on the data) on the post-edge region. To perform EXAFS extraction, the

AUTOBK algorithm implemented on the Demeter package is used. FT of the

EXAFS is obtained by choosing a proper range (a Hanning window) on k-space

that depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the dataset, but it typically lies between

3.0 and 14.0 in k-space.
14 Cell Reports Physical Science 5, 101926, April 17, 2024
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Catalytic tests

The CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid was performed in a 40-mL stainless-steel

autoclave batch reactor equipped with a pressure gauge. For the reaction, 10 mg

of catalyst was added to the reactor with 6 g of water and 0.9 g of TEA. The reactor

was then sealed and pressurized to 40 bar with CO2 and H2 (CO2/H2 = 1:1 or 1:3) and

subjected in the heating plate to stirring during the reaction time (1 h or 15 h) at 90�C
or 120�C. After cooling to room temperature, the pressure was released, and the re-

acted solution was filtered and collected to analyze the product concentration by 1H

NMR, using as internal standards the signals fromwater and TEA. The gaseous phase

was analyzed using gas chromatography. No CO or methane was detected.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2024.101926.
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